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Abstract
Set-based state estimation plays a vital role in the safety verification

of dynamical systems, which becomes significantly challenging when the
system’s sensors are susceptible to cyber-attacks. Existing methods often
impose limitations on the attacker’s capabilities, restricting the number
of attacked sensors to be strictly less than half of the total number of
sensors. This paper proposes a Secure Set-Based State Estimation (S3E)
algorithm that addresses this limitation. The S3E algorithm guarantees
that the true system state is contained within the estimated set, provided
the initialization set encompasses the true initial state and the system
is redundantly observable from the set of uncompromised sensors. The
algorithm gives the estimated set as a collection of constrained zonotopes,
which can be employed as robust certificates for verifying whether the
system adheres to safety constraints. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
the estimated set remains unaffected by attack signals of sufficiently large
and also establish sufficient conditions for attack detection, identification,
and filtering. This compels the attacker to inject only stealthy signals
of small magnitude to evade detection, thus preserving the accuracy of
the estimated set. When a few number of sensors (less than half) can be
compromised, we prove that the estimated set remains bounded by a con-
tracting set that converges to a ball whose radius is solely determined by
the noise magnitude and is independent of the attack signals. To address
the computational complexity of the algorithm, we offer several strate-
gies for complexity-performance trade-offs. The efficacy of the proposed
algorithm is illustrated through its application to a three-story building
model.
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1 Introduction
The interconnectedness of control systems makes them vulnerable to malicious
attacks. Sensors are particularly susceptible to these attacks compared to other
control system components. The compromised sensor measurements can signif-
icantly compromise system safety when employed for control.

To mitigate this risk and ensure accurate state estimation, several algorithms
have been proposed recently. Known as resilient or secure state estimation,
these algorithms leverage the redundancy of sensors to obtain estimates that
converge to a neighborhood of the true state, even in the presence of additive sen-
sor attacks. Secure state estimation algorithms (see, e.g., [3,9,11,14,16,19,29])
are designed to prevent corrupted sensor data from degrading estimation ac-
curacy and maintain reasonable control performance. However, most methods
proposed in the literature are point-based, i.e., the estimated state at any given
time is a point in the state space. The estimation error bounds of point-based
methods are not precise because of their dependence on comparison functions,
which are known to be conservative. Moreover, the reliance of point-based
methods on majority voting-type algorithms presents a fundamental limitation
that only less than half the total number of sensors are allowed to be attacked
at any given time. However, an adversary with ample resources would be ca-
pable of attacking more than half the number of sensors. While recent efforts
investigating the incorporation of intermittent authentication protocols such as
cryptography [18] alleviates this fundamental limit, its usage is a tradeoff be-
tween computation overhead and estimation accuracy.

1.1 Related Literature
To overcome the limitations of point-based methods and obtain tighter robust-
ness guarantees, the set-based zonotopic filtering paradigm [1,2,5,6,13,20,31,33]
is promising. It has found many real-world applications, including fault diag-
nosis in industrial systems [7], underwater robotics [17], vehicle localization [8],
and leakage detection in water distribution networks [32]. Moreover, in safety-
critical applications, guaranteed state inclusion in a bounded set is crucial to
verify whether the system adheres to the safety constraints. All these issues fur-
ther motivate the need for set-based state estimation techniques under unknown
system disturbances and measurement errors.

Different from zonotopic estimators, other set-based estimators include inter-
val observers [30, 39], which estimate a box at every time instant, guaranteeing
the true state’s inclusion. However, a box fails to capture the inter-dependencies
between the state variables and is less accurate [32]. In contrast, zonotopic fil-
ters are shown to not only provide an accurate set-based estimate but are also
computationally efficient.

Despite the growing importance of secure state estimation in the presence
of adversarial attacks on sensors, the existing set-based methods have several
shortcomings, including restrictive assumptions, limited robustness to stealthy
attacks, and reliance on specific attack strategies. The reachability-based ap-
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proach of [35] requires the full state vector to be measured by any subset of
sensors with cardinality equal to the number of safe sensors. This is a highly
restrictive assumption, and without it, the guarantees of estimation accuracy
provided in [35] become excessively conservative. Recent works [10, 22, 26] em-
ploy standard interval-based or zonotopic filters by identifying and filtering the
compromised sensors. However, this approach fails to exclude stealthy attacks
on the sensors, which can easily evade the proposed attack detection procedure.
As a result, stealthy attacks can significantly affect estimation accuracy by con-
stantly injecting undetectable signals in the sensor measurements, which can ac-
cumulate over time and significantly degrade the estimation accuracy. Although
this issue is addressed by [23, 24] and [25, 37, 41, 43], the proposed methods are
either restricted to a particular attack strategy or rely on the assumption that
the attack signal is bounded.

1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we propose a novel secure set-based state estimation (S3E) algo-
rithm using zonotopic filtering that does not allow stealthy attacks to signifi-
cantly corrupt the estimation performance. We also do not assume the bound-
edness of the attack signals or that the attacker resorts to a particular attack
strategy. Moreover, to address the fundamental limitation of point-based secure
estimators that strictly less than half the number of sensors can be attacked at
any given time, we allow the attacker to compromise all but one sensors under
the assumption that the system remains redundantly observable from the re-
maining uncompromised sensors. Subject to these assumptions, we show that
the estimated set obtained from the S3E algorithm is guaranteed to contain the
true state of the system.

Although the algorithm presented in this paper can also handle sensor faults,
it was developed with adversarial attacks in mind. Attacks differ from faults
in that an attack is an intelligently designed signal injected into the sensors
to inflict a maximal negative impact on the system and/or evade detection, or
in other words, is stealthy. For example, injecting small signals to corrupt the
sensor measurements, which cannot be detected at any instant in time, but its
effect can accumulate over a long time horizon. Another example is the so-
called zero dynamics attack [34], where a specially designed sensor attack signal
based on the unstable zero dynamics of the plant can grow unbounded while
the plant’s state is driven away from the attack-free trajectory. Such an attack
is directed close to the output null space such that the sensor measurement is
close to zero (modulo noise). These intelligently designed attacks can cause
conventional state estimation algorithms to provide inaccurate state estimates,
where the estimation accuracy is dependent on the attack signals. We eliminate
the undesirable effect of sensor attacks with the proposed S3E algorithm.

Our algorithm, presented in Section 4, operates in a series of steps at every
time instant. Firstly, it calculates the time update by utilizing the model and the
bounds on the process noise. Subsequently, subsets of time update consistent
with the sensor measurements are computed through a measurement update.
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The measurement update sets correspond to the possible states in the time
update that could have generated the obtained sensor measurements, provided
that the exact realization of the measurement noise can be anywhere within
the specified bounds described by a zonotope. Some attacked measurement
update sets may turn out to be empty if the corresponding attack signal pushes
the sensor measurement to a region that is inconsistent with the time update
set. In practical scenarios, an attacker could compromise a large subset of
sensors. To account for this, we create multiple agreement sets by intersecting
various combinations of measurement update sets depending on the parameter
of redundant observability of the system. By doing so, we can also eliminate
measurement update sets that correspond to attacked sensors. We establish
that at least one agreement set contains the true state of the system. Lastly,
the estimated set is computed by taking the union of all the agreement sets.

The main strength of our algorithm is that it can handle attacks on different
subsets of sensors at any given time. In addition, our approach can accommo-
date any cardinality of attacked sensors as long as they are less than the total
number of sensors. The reason for this is that we do not rely on a simple ma-
jority vote among the sensors. Instead, we use a combination of intersections
between multiple combinations of measurement update sets, which lead to the
agreement sets. These combinations are compared with the model-based time
update set in such a way that we can verify the validity of multiple agreement
sets even if only one sensor is uncompromised. When at least half of the sensors
can be compromised by the attacker, the accuracy of the point-based state esti-
mation algorithms becomes highly susceptible. This is because, in this case, the
attacker can easily manipulate the state estimate by injecting arbitrarily large
signals. In contrast, our set-based algorithm is resilient to large attack signals
as it can naturally detect and identify the corresponding compromised sensors
through the measurement update sets or the agreement sets. In Section 5, we
provide lower bounds on the magnitude of the attack signals that guarantee at-
tack detection, identification, and/or filtering. Consequently, for the attacker to
maintain both stealth and efficacy, they must resort to injecting attack signals
of sufficiently small magnitudes.

A shortcoming of our algorithm is that its complexity may increase with time
when stealthy attacks are executed, which in our paper are the attack signals
with sufficiently small magnitude. Despite this, we argue in Section 5 that
it is challenging for the attackers to achieve this worst-case scenario because
it requires a complete understanding of both the system and the algorithm,
as well as ample computational resources to compute a feasible attack within a
single time step. Nonetheless, to tackle this complexity issue, we suggest various
strategies to reduce the complexity and facilitate the implementation of the S3E
algorithm.

Finally, for analyzing the stability and asymptotic behavior of the S3E al-
gorithm, we integrate a secure point-based state estimator into our algorithm
to prune the candidate estimated sets in Section 6. Because of employing a
secure point-based estimator, this section relies on the assumption that strictly
less than half of the sensors are compromised. However, this assumption is only
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needed when one requires that the radius of the estimated set is bounded by
a contracting ball in a Euclidean space up to a margin that is dependent only
on the disturbance and measurement noise. If this assumption is violated, then
we can only ensure the boundedness of the radius of the estimated set at every
time instant.

In summary, our contributions in this paper include a novel secure set-based
state estimation algorithm1 that guarantees the following:

When up to p ´ 1 out of total p sensors can be compromised:

1. guaranteed state inclusion, i.e., the true state is always guaranteed to be
inside the estimated set;

2. secure state estimation, i.e., large attack signals are automatically dis-
carded, while the impact of stealthy attacks on the estimation accuracy is
bounded;

3. sufficient conditions for detection, identification, and filtering of attacks
on sensors;

4. methods to address the algorithm’s complexity with minimal compromise
on the estimation accuracy.

When strictly less than p{2 sensors can be compromised:

(5) stability guarantees, i.e., the estimated set remains bounded by a contract-
ing ball whose asymptotic radius only depends on bounds of the process
and measurement noise.

To this end, we assume that the system is redundantly observable, i.e., ob-
servable from every possible combination of sensors with cardinality less than or
equal to the number of safe sensors. This assumption is more realistic than the
one in our previous work [28], which required observability from every sensor.
Also, the analysis under this assumption turns out to be significantly different
and non-trivial compared to [28]. Furthermore, we provide stability guarantees
and an attack detection and identification algorithm, which is missing in [28].
Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method through an
illustrative example and a more practical example of a three-story building
structure [38] during an earthquake and when an adversary has compromised
multiple sensors.

1.3 Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the notations
and provides the required preliminaries on set representations used in this pa-
per. The main assumptions and the problem are stated in Section 3. Section 4

1The code is available online in our GitHub repository https://github.com/aalanwar/Secure-
Set-Based-Estimation.
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presents the secure zonotopic state estimation algorithm, provides the inclu-
sion guarantees, and discusses methods to reduce the algorithm’s complexity.
Section 5 provides lower bounds on the attacks that can be detected, identi-
fied, and/or filtered. Section 6 provides the stability analysis of the estimation
algorithm. Finally, Section 7 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm through simulation examples, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries
This section establishes the notation used consistently throughout the paper.
Additionally, it briefly introduces zonotopes, constrained zonotopes, and their
relevant properties and operations employed in the proposed algorithm.

2.1 Notations
The set of real numbers and integers are denoted by R and Z, respectively. We
let Zěi – ti, i ` 1, i ` 2, . . . u and Zri,js – ti, i ` 1, i ` 2, . . . , ju for j ě i. The
Euclidean and maximum norms of a vector x P Rn are denoted as }x} “

?
xJx

and }x}8 – maxiPt1,...,nu |xi|. The vectors of zeros and ones of dimensions nˆ1
are denoted as 0n and 1n, respectively. Similarly, 0nˆk and 1nˆk denote matrices
of zeros and ones of dimensions nˆ k. The identity matrix is In P Rnˆn. Given
a signal v : Zě0 Ñ Rn, we denote its restriction to the interval r0, ks by vr0,ks,
for some k P Zě0. For a finite set S, |S| denotes its cardinality. The Cartesian
product between two compact sets S1 and S2 is given by S1 ˆS2. The notation
`

n
k

˘

“ n!
n!pn´kq! is the number of possible combinations of k out of n elements.

2.2 Set Representations
In this subsection, we introduce the set representations relevant in this paper.
Particularly, we define zonotopes and constrained zonotopes, and some set-based
operations along with their relevant properties.

2.2.1 Zonotope

Given a center cz P Rn and a generator Gz P Rnˆξz , a zonotope Z Ă Rn is a set

Z – tcz ` Gzβz : βz P r´1, 1sξzu

where ξz is the number of generators of Z. That is, a zonotope is an affine
transformation of a unit hypercube Hp0n, 1q “ r´1, 1sξz centered at 0n and with
radius 1, where ξz P Zě1 is the dimension of the hypercube. Since a zonotope
can be completely characterized by its center and generator, the notation Z “

xcz, Gzy is used throughout the paper for brevity.
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2.2.2 Basic operations on zonotopes

A matrix L P Rn1
ˆn multiplied with a zonotope Z yields a linearly transformed

zonotope LZ “ xLcz, LGzy. Given two zonotopes Z1 “ xcz1 , Gz1y and Z2 “

xcz2 , Gz2y, each being a subset of Rn, their Minkowski sum is given by

Z1 ‘ Z2 “ xcz1 ` cz2 , r Gz1 Gz2 sy.

Similarly, the Cartesian product of two zonotopes is defined and computed as

Z1 ˆ Z2 –

"„

z1
z2

ȷ

: z1 P Z1, z2 P Z2

*

“

B„

cz1
cz2

ȷ

,

„

Gz1 0
0 Gz2

ȷF

.

2.2.3 Constrained zonotope

A constrained zonotope is a set

Z – tcz ` Gzβz : βz P r´1, 1sξz , Azβz “ bzu

where cz P Rn, Gz P Rnˆξz , Az P Rmˆξz and bz P Rm with m,n P Zě1.
That is, a constrained zonotope is an affine transformation of the linearly con-
strained unit hypercube tβz P r´1, 1sξz : Azβz “ bzu. We use the notation
Z “ xcz, Gz, Az, bzy for a constrained zonotope.

2.2.4 Generalized intersection

Given two constrained zonotopes Z Ă Rnz and Y Ă Rny , and a matrix M P

Rnyˆnz , the generalized intersection is defined as

Z XM Y :“ tz P Z : Mz P Yu. (1)

Let Z “ xcz, Gz, Az, bzy with cz P Rnz , Gz P Rnzˆξz , Az P Rmzˆξz , and
bz P Rmz , and let Y “ xcy, Gy, Ay, byy Ă Rny with cy P Rny , Gy P Rnyˆξy ,
Ay P Rmyˆξy , and by P Rmy , then [33] provides the following expression for
computing the generalized intersection:

Z XM Y “

C

cz,
“

Gz 0nzˆξy

‰

,

»

–

Az 0mzˆξy

0myˆξz Ay

MGz ´Gy

fi

fl ,

»

–

bz
by

cy ´ Mcz

fi

fl

G

.

(2)

2.2.5 Radius of a zonotope

The radius of a zonotope, or a constrained zonotope, Z Ă Rn is computed as
follows

radpZq “ min∆ subject to Z Ď Hpcz,∆q
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where ∆ is the radius of a minimal hypercube of dimension n denoted by

Hpcz,∆q – xcz,∆Iny

which is centered at cz and inscribes Z. Notice that for any point p P Z, it
holds that

}cz ´ p} ď
?
n radpZq

where radpZq “ suppPZ }cz ´ p}8.

3 Problem Definition
Consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system

xpk ` 1q “ Axpkq ` Bupkq ` wpkq (3a)
yipkq “ Cixpkq ` vipkq ` aipkq, i P Zr1,ps (3b)

where xpkq P Rnx is the state, upkq P Rnu is a known input, and yipkq P

Rmi is the measured output of the i-th sensor with i P Zr1,ps. The vector
wpkq P W represents the process noise, which is bounded and assumed to be
contained in the zonotope W “ xcw, Gwy, and the vector vipkq P Vi represents
the measurement noise of the i-th sensor, which is also bounded and assumed
to be contained in the zonotope Vi “ xcvi , Gviy, for every i P Zr1,ps. Sensor i’s
measurement at time k may be corrupted by an arbitrary and unbounded attack
signal aipkq P Rmi , which is assumed to be injected by a malicious attacker.

Assumption 1. We assume the following:

(i) Maximum number of attacked sensors: The attacker can attack up
to q P Zr0,p´1s number of sensors. Although the upper bound q is known,
the exact number and/or the set of attacked sensors need not be known.

(ii) Redundant observability: There exists cJ ď p ´ q such that, for every
subset J Ă Zr1,ps of sensors with cardinality |J| “ cJ, the pair pA,CJq is
observable, where CJ is obtained by stacking all Ci, i P J, in row blocks.

(iii) Knowledge of an initial set: At time k “ 0, we know a compact set
X0 Ă Rnx containing the initial state xp0q P X0.

(iv) Bounded noise: The process and measurement noise zonotopes W,V1, . . . ,Vp

are known.

Assumption 1(i) is fundamental in this paper because it ensures that, at
every time k P Zě0, there exists a set of uncompromised (or safe) sensors:

Sk Ă Zr1,ps with |Sk| ě p ´ q

such that aipkq “ 0mi
for every i P Sk. This, along with the redundant ob-

servability (Assumption 1(ii)), allows us to ensure that the true state can be
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theoretically reconstructed from the set of uncompromised sensors under the
absence of noise. In addition, the assumption entails that the attacker, even
though omniscient about the system dynamics and noise bounds, has limited
resources at hand and cannot attack all the sensors. We remark that this as-
sumption is not restrictive because it neither restricts the set of attacked sensors
to be static with respect to time nor requires that q is less than half the number
of sensors p — an assumption that is fundamental in the point-based secure
state estimation literature. On the contrary, at any time instant, our problem
setup allows the attacker to inject arbitrary signals to any subset of sensors with
cardinality less than or equal to q, where q is only required to be strictly less
than p — meaning that at least one sensor needs to be safe at any time instant.

Assumption 1(ii) is required to enable decentralized set-based operations for
secure state estimation without violating the robustness guarantees. Moreover,
because Assumption 1(i) allows the attacker to attack up to q ď p´1 sensors, it
is necessary that the observability is guaranteed from the remaining safe sensors.

Assumption 1(iii) is required to initialize the set-based state estimation al-
gorithm with X̂0 “ X0 such that the inclusion of the state xpkq in the estimated
set X̂k Ă Rnx can be guaranteed. Note that Assumption (iii) does not require
any bound on the radius of X0. The only requirement is that the initial set X0

contains xp0q. Finally, Assumption 1(iv) is a standard assumption in robust
estimation and control literature; see [42] and [15].

Given the uncertain system (3) subject to Assumption 1, we study the fol-
lowing problems:

P1. Estimate a set X̂k Ă X guaranteeing the inclusion xpkq P X̂k for every
k P Zě1, where xpkq is the true state of (3).

P2. Provide conditions on the magnitude of the attack signals aipkq such that
they can be detected, identified, and/or filtered.

P3. Under what conditions, X̂k satisfies the following stability condition

radpX̂kq ď βpradpX q, kq ` γ1pradpWqq ` γ2pradpVqq (4)

irrespective of the attack signals aipkq, where β is a class-KL function,
γ1, γ2 are class-K8 function2, and radpVq “ maxpradpV1q, . . . , radpVpqq.

4 Secure Set-based State Estimation Algorithm
This section presents our secure set-based state estimation (S3E) algorithm.
The algorithm comprises four steps that are summarized in Algorithm 1. In the
following subsections, we describe each step of the algorithm in detail, provide
a comparison with point-based estimators, and address the complexity issue.

2A continuous function γ : Rě0 Ñ Rě0 is a class K function, if it is strictly increasing and
γp0q “ 0. It is class K8 if it is also unbounded. A continuous function β : Rě0ˆRě0 Ñ Rě0 is
a class KL function, if: (i) βp., sq is a class K function for any s ě 0; (ii) βpr, .q is non-increasing
and (iii) βpr, sq Ñ 0 as s Ñ 8 for any r ě 0.
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4.1 Time Update
The first step in the S3E algorithm is the time update

X̂k|k´1 “ AX̂k´1 ‘ Bupk ´ 1q ‘ W, (5)

where W is the zonotope that bounds the process noise wpkq, and X̂k´1 is the
estimated set computed in the previous time step. The computation of X̂k is
described in Section 4.4 with the initialization X̂0 “ X0, where X0 is the known
initial set from Assumption 1(iii).

Given xpk´ 1q P X̂k´1, the time update set X̂k|k´1 Q xpkq is the set of states
to which the system can evolve at time k P Zě0 subject to the model pA,Bq,
the input upk ´ 1q, and the noise zonotope W. Although the attacker cannot
directly influence the time update set as seen from (5), it can do so indirectly
through the previous estimate X̂k´1. Thus, the resilience against sensor attacks
is achieved by carefully devising the estimated set X̂k.

4.2 Measurement Update
The time update (5) uses model-based information to compute a set X̂k|k´1

containing all points that could be reached by the system state in one time step
if they are initialized at the previous estimated set X̂k´1. The measurement
update, on the other hand, corrects the conservative estimate of the model-
based time update by restricting it according to the sensor measurements.

For every i P Zr1,ps, let

Yi
k – yipkq ´ Vi “ xyipkq ´ cvi , Gviy (6)

be sensor i’s output measurement set. Then, the measurement update of sensor
i is given by the following generalized intersection of the time update set X̂k|k´1

with the output measurement set Yi
k of sensor i as stated below

Ẑi
k :“ X̂k|k´1 XCi

Yi
k “ tx P X̂k|k´1 : CiX̂k|k´1 P Yi

ku (7)

which can be computed using (2).
The measurement update Ẑi

k is a subset of the time update set X̂k|k´1 that
is consistent with the measurement of sensor i. That is, given the measurement
noise zonotope Vi, Ẑi

k is the set of states xpkq P X̂k|k´1 that could have produced
the measurement yipkq. Notice that Ẑi

k could be an empty set if the magnitude
of the attack signal aipkq is sufficiently large.

4.3 Set-based Agreement Protocol
Let nJ :“

`

p
cJ

˘

, where cJ ď p ´ q is the redundant observability parameter. Let
J1, . . . , JnJ

Ă Zr1,ps be the disjoint subsets of size |Jh| “ cJ, for h P Zr1,nJs. The
agreement protocol between different measurement updates is given by

Ih
k :“

č

jPJh

Ẑj
k. (8)
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Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 hold and assume xpkq P X̂k|k´1. Then, at every
time k, there exists h P Zr1,nJs such that the agreement set Ih

k is non-empty and
contains the true state xpkq.

Proof. We first show that the measurement update Ẑi
k contains the true state

xpkq if sensor i is in the uncompromised set of sensors Sk at time k. If i is
uncompromised at time k, then aipkq “ 0 and yipkq “ Cixpkq ` vipkq. From
(6), we have Yi

k “ xcyipkq, Gviy with

cyipkq “ yipkq ´ cvi “ Cixpkq ` vipkq ´ cvi .

As Yi
k and the noise zonotope Vi have the same generator matrix Gvi , we have

radpYi
kq “ radpViq. Moreover, it holds that

Yi
k Ě tcyipkq ´ ξ : }ξ}8 ď radpYi

kqu.

Thus,
cyipkq ´ vipkq ` cvi “ Cixpkq P Yi

k

because }vipkq ´ cvi}8 ď radpViq “ radpYi
kq. Since xpkq P X̂k|k´1 and Cixpkq P

Yi
k, it implies that Ẑi

k in (7) is non-empty and contains xpkq.
We then show that, at every time k, there is a subset Jh of sensors with

|Jh| “ cJ such that Jh Ď Sk. This is straightforward because q out of p sensors
are compromised and cJ ď p ´ q, so there must be at least one subset Jh with
|Jh| “ cJ that contains the uncompromised sensors from the guaranteed p ´ q
uncompromised sensors. In other words, at every time k P Zě0, there exists
h P Zr1,nJs such that Jh Ď Sk. Since xpkq P Ẑi

k for every i P Jh Ď Sk, the
intersection in (8) is non-empty and xpkq P Ih

k .

We have shown that the measurement update Ẑi
k of sensor i contains the

true state xpkq if it is uncompromised by the attacker at time k. Thus, the
intersection between the measurement updates of any subset of uncompromised
sensors must also contain xpkq. In the proof of Theorem 1, we show that by
removing the number of attacked sensors q, we guarantee the existence of at
least one subset Jh with cardinality |Jh| “ cJ which is attack-free. Therefore,
the corresponding agreement set Ih

k must be non-empty and contain xpkq.
It is equivalently true to say that if the agreement set Ih

k is empty, then
there must be at least one sensor in Jh that is compromised by the attacker.
Notice that this is only a sufficient condition for detecting an attack because
a stealthy attacker can design an attack that ensures that Ih

k is non-empty at
any time k. However, this comes at a cost to the attacker, which is a discussion
reserved for later sections in the paper.

4.4 Estimated Set
The estimated set is obtained by taking the union of all agreement sets:

X̂k :“
ď

hPZr1,nJs

Ih
k , k P Zě1 (9)
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where X̂0 “ X0.

Theorem 2. Let Assumption 1 hold. Then, for every time k P Zě1, the inclu-
sion xpkq P X̂k is guaranteed, where the estimate X̂k is computed according to
(9).

Proof. We prove this result by induction. By Assumption 1(iii), we have xp0q P

X0 “ X̂0. Because wp0q P W, the inclusion holds for the time update at k “ 1,

xp1q P X̂1|0 “ AX ‘ Bup0q ‘ W.

Therefore, Theorem 1 can be applied, implying the existence of h P Zr1,nJs such
that xp1q P Ih

1 , which gives

xp1q P X̂1 “
ď

hPZr1,nJs

Ih
1 .

This, in turn, implies that the time update at k “ 2 contains the true state,

xp2q P X̂2|1 “ AX̂1 ‘ Bup1q ‘ W.

Now, let us assume xpk1q P X̂k1|k1´1 for some k1 P Zě2. Then, by Theorem 1,
there exists h P Zr1,ncs such that xpk1q P Ih

k1 , implying

xpk1q P X̂k1 “
ď

hPZr1,nJs

Ih
k1 .

Therefore, we have the inclusion at the next time update,

xpk1 ` 1q P X̂k1`1|k1 “ AX̂k1 ‘ Bupk1q ‘ W.

Thus, the proof is completed because we showed that, for every k P Zě1, xpk ´

1q P X̂k´1|k´2 implies xpk ´ 1q P X̂k´1, which, in turn, implies xpkq P X̂k|k´1.
Hence, xpkq P X̂k.

Although the above theorem guarantees the inclusion of the true state, it
is important to remark that the number of (constrained) zonotopes in the esti-
mated set X̂k in (9) may increase with respect to time if the attacker is intelligent
and stealthy. We address this issue in Section 4.8 by proposing several tech-
niques that facilitate the computational efficiency of the algorithm. However, it
is worth mentioning that the proposed estimation algorithm is resilient because
the attacker cannot deteriorate the estimation accuracy arbitrarily over time.
If a sensor is injected with a large-valued attack signal, it will be automati-
cally discarded by either yielding an empty measurement update or an empty
agreement sets.

The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Secure set-based state estimation

Initialize: X̂0 “ X0

for k “ 1, 2, 3, . . . do
Time update (5): X̂k|k´1.
Measurement update (7): Ẑi

k for every i P Zr1,ps.
Agreement protocol (8): Ih

k for h P Zr1,nJs.
Estimate (9): X̂k.

end for

4.5 Illustrative Example
We illustrate Algorithm 1 on a simple example of p “ 3 sensors, where q “ 1
sensor has been corrupted. For the purposes of this illustration in Figure 1, we
chose all the sensors to have the same dimension Rny and the first sensor y1 to be
corrupted. For each sensor i, we obtain its corresponding output measurement
set Yi

k in the output space Rny as depicted in Figure 1, which do not necessarily
intersect as each sensor i can be measuring different components of the state
xpkq P Rnx .

Next, the time update set X̂k|k´1 is constructed according to (5) and shown
in the second box from the top in Figure 1. Each output measurement set Yi

k is
mapped back to the state space Rnx and constrained to be in the time update set
X̂k|k´1 as shown in the third box from the top in Figure 1. The intersection of
the measurement update sets Ẑi

k is informative as the intersections of the attack-
free Ẑi

k is non-empty. However, the measurement update set Ẑi
k corresponding

to a sensor i that is corrupted could also intersect with the other attack-free
measurement update sets. This scenario is depicted in Figure 1 where the
measurement update set Ẑ1

k of the corrupted sensor 1 intersects with the attack-
free measurement update set Ẑ2

k due to an intelligently designed attack signal
a1. We discuss classes of attack signals which can be detected by our algorithm
in Section 5.

Since the standing assumption of the algorithm is that the identity of the
corrupted sensor(s) is unknown at any given time step k, but the number of
corrupted sensors q is known, we have to check for non-empty intersections of
all p´q combinations of the measurement update sets Ẑi

k, which totals to
`

p
p´q

˘

checks. Its union then forms our estimated set X̂k as depicted in the bottom
box of Figure 1.

4.6 Advantage of S3E Algorithm over Point-based Meth-
ods

Point-based secure state estimators provide a point-based estimate x̂pkq P Rnx .
The security guarantee for these estimators against sensor attacks is an esti-
mation error bound that only depends on the noise and is independent of the
attack signal; see [11, 12, 16, 19, 21, 27, 29, 36]. However, for providing such a
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Output measurement sets in

Time update set in 

<latexit sha1_base64="f0Eb6ydmlATL4jQ4ps/2AHmSF3c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqMQD4bd4OsY8OIxgnlAsoTZyWwyZnZmmZkVwpJ/8OJBEa/+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLOtHHdbye3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPmlomitAGkVyqdoA15UzQhmGG03asKI4CTlvB6Hbqt56o0kyKBzOOqR/hgWAhI9hYqZmUR+feWa9YcivuDGiZeBkpQYZ6r/jV7UuSRFQYwrHWHc+NjZ9iZRjhdFLoJprGmIzwgHYsFTii2k9n107QqVX6KJTKljBopv6eSHGk9TgKbGeEzVAvelPxP6+TmPDGT5mIE0MFmS8KE46MRNPXUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZWRIZYYWJsQAUbgrf48jJpViveVeXy/qJUO8niyMMRHEMZPLiGGtxBHRpA4BGe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucPRLmOMQ==</latexit>

u(k � 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZNpZh0S8tdnkhMX0HiNqovyeuX4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduglVwVRLxtSy4cVnB2kJaymQ6aYdOZsLMjVBCP8ONC0Xc+jXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknTAQ36HnfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88GpVqylpUCaU7ITFMcMlayFGwTqIZiUPB2uH4NvfbT0wbruQDThLWi8lQ8ohTglYKujHBESUia0/71ZpX92Zwl4lfkBoUaParX92BomnMJFJBjAl8L8FeRjRyKti00k0NSwgdkyELLJUkZqaXzSJP3VOrDNxIafskujP190ZGYmMmcWgn84hm0cvF/7wgxeiml3GZpMgknX8UpcJF5eb3uwOuGUUxsYRQzW1Wl46IJhRtSxVbgr948jJ5PK/7V/XL+4ta46SoowxHcAxn4MM1NOAOmtACCgqe4RXeHHRenHfnYz5acoqdQ/gD5/MHi/aRWQ==</latexit>W

<latexit sha1_base64="eqmh3ydGVfvgj/9Aakn5uvmbp8s=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfURcu3AxWwY0lEV/LghuXFewDmhAm00k7dPJgZiKUkI2/4saFIm79DHf+jZM2C209cOFwzr3ce4+fcCaVZX0blaXlldW16nptY3Nre8fc3evIOBWEtknMY9HzsaScRbStmOK0lwiKQ5/Trj++LfzuIxWSxdGDmiTUDfEwYgEjWGnJMw+cEVaZE2I1IphnvTz3svGZnXtm3WpYU6BFYpekDiVanvnlDGKShjRShGMp+7aVKDfDQjHCaV5zUkkTTMZ4SPuaRjik0s2mD+ToRCsDFMRCV6TQVP09keFQykno687iUjnvFeJ/Xj9VwY2bsShJFY3IbFGQcqRiVKSBBkxQovhEE0wE07ciMsICE6Uzq+kQ7PmXF0nnvGFfNS7vL+rN4zKOKhzCEZyCDdfQhDtoQRsI5PAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMWutGOXMPvyB8fkDMJeWtA==</latexit>

X̂k�1

<latexit sha1_base64="qDTG8xPxoq5khvlrJ8wfI6Q4rKU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbwaK4KolIdVlw47KCfUgbw2Q6aYdOHsxMhBDir7hxoYhbP8Sdf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXe+Z4MWdSWda3sbK6tr6xWdmqbu/s7u2bB4ddGSWC0A6JeCT6HpaUs5B2FFOc9mNBceBx2vOm14Xfe6RCsii8U2lMnQCPQ+YzgpWWXLM2DLCaEMyz+9zNpvlDZueuWbca1gxomdglqUOJtmt+DUcRSQIaKsKxlAPbipWTYaEY4TSvDhNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNLJZuFzdKKVEfIjoV+o0Ez9vZHhQMo08PRkEVUueoX4nzdIlH/lZCyME0VDMj/kJxypCBVNoBETlCieaoKJYDorIhMsMFG6r6ouwV788jLpnjfsZqN5e1FvnZZ1VOAIjuEMbLiEFtxAGzpAIIVneIU348l4Md6Nj/noilHu1OAPjM8fWyGVKA==</latexit>

Y1
k <latexit sha1_base64="lOZho1Tvqcwm/TLATOxaf8F3y5k=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbFVUmKVJcFNy4r2Ie0MUym03bo5MHMRAgh/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOF3EmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APDzqyjAWhHZIyEPR97CknAW0o5jitB8Jin2P0543u8793iMVkoXBnUoi6vh4ErAxI1hpyTWrQx+rKcE8vc/cdJY9pI3MNWtW3ZoDrRK7IDUo0HbNr+EoJLFPA0U4lnJgW5FyUiwUI5xmlWEsaYTJDE/oQNMA+1Q66Tx8hk61MkLjUOgXKDRXf2+k2Jcy8T09mUeVy14u/ucNYjW+clIWRLGiAVkcGsccqRDlTaARE5QonmiCiWA6KyJTLDBRuq+KLsFe/vIq6TbqdrPevL2otc6KOspwDCdwDjZcQgtuoA0dIJDAM7zCm/FkvBjvxsditGQUO1X4A+PzB1ymlSk=</latexit>

Y2
k<latexit sha1_base64="1Kg+mRf36NYuMb1rzuXKYlI+3f0=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbFVUlUqsuCG5cV7EPaGCbTSTt08mBmIoQQf8WNC0Xc+iHu/BsnbRfaemDgcM693DPHizmTyrK+jdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tn7h90ZJQIQtsk4pHoeVhSzkLaVkxx2osFxYHHadebXBd+95EKyaLwTqUxdQI8CpnPCFZacs3qIMBqTDDP7nM3m+QP2XnumjWrbk2Blok9JzWYo+WaX4NhRJKAhopwLGXftmLlZFgoRjjNK4NE0hiTCR7RvqYhDqh0smn4HB1rZYj8SOgXKjRVf29kOJAyDTw9WUSVi14h/uf1E+VfORkL40TRkMwO+QlHKkJFE2jIBCWKp5pgIpjOisgYC0yU7quiS7AXv7xMOmd1u1Fv3F7UmifzOspwCEdwCjZcQhNuoAVtIJDCM7zCm/FkvBjvxsdstGTMd6rwB8bnD14rlSo=</latexit>

Y3
k

<latexit sha1_base64="mMFug68bOR8fRQOUbI4cNJKn5g0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUSkuiy4cVnFPqCNYTKdtkMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMv98wJYs6Udpxva2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3du3Dw5bKkokoU0S8Uh2AqwoZ4I2NdOcdmJJcRhw2g7GN7nfnlCpWCQe9DSmXoiHgg0YwdpIvm33QqxHQZDeZ4+p8J8y3644VWcGtEzcglSgQMO3v3r9iCQhFZpwrFTXdWLtpVhqRjjNyr1E0RiTMR7SrqECh1R56Sx5hs6M0keDSJonNJqpvzdSHCo1DQMzmedUi14u/ud1Ez249lIm4kRTQeaHBglHOkJ5DajPJCWaTw3BRDKTFZERlphoU1bZlOAufnmZtC6qbq1au7us1E+LOkpwDCdwDi5cQR1uoQFNIDCBZ3iFNyu1Xqx362M+umIVO0fwB9bnDx+hk+c=</latexit>

Rnx

<latexit sha1_base64="MyRVUGvr2R4kmJ8vIgMeCT92w24=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduglVwVRKR6rLgxmUV+4A2hsl00g6dTMLMpBBC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjxmVyra/jcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gHh51ZZQITDo4YpHo+0gSRjnpKKoY6ceCoNBnpOdPbwu/NyNC0og/qjQmbojGnAYUI6UlzzSHIVIT388e8qeMe2numXW7Yc9hrRKnJHUo0fbMr+EowklIuMIMSTlw7Fi5GRKKYkby2jCRJEZ4isZkoClHIZFuNk+eW+daGVlBJPTjypqrvzcyFEqZhr6eLHLKZa8Q//MGiQpu3IzyOFGE48WhIGGWiqyiBmtEBcGKpZogLKjOauEJEggrXVZNl+Asf3mVdC8bTrPRvL+qt87KOqpwAqdwAQ5cQwvuoA0dwDCDZ3iFNyMzXox342MxWjHKnWP4A+PzByEmk+g=</latexit>

Rny

<latexit sha1_base64="JjMCU/78c9A6+kPXOvoVdko+ETY=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gFN5ZEfC0LblxWsA9oQphMJ+2QySTMTIQSgxt/xY0LRdz6Fe78GydtFtp64MLhnHu59x4/YVQqy/o2KguLS8sr1dXa2vrG5pa5vdORcSowaeOYxaLnI0kY5aStqGKklwiCIp+Rrh9eF373nghJY36nxglxIzTkNKAYKS155p4zQipzIqRGGLGsl+deFj6EJ3bumXWrYU0A54ldkjoo0fLML2cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbVqLcDAlFMSN5zUklSRAO0ZD0NeUoItLNJi/k8EgrAxjEQhdXcKL+nshQJOU48nVncauc9QrxP6+fquDKzShPUkU4ni4KUgZVDIs84IAKghUba4KwoPpWiEdIIKx0ajUdgj378jzpnDbsi8b57Vm9eVjGUQX74AAcAxtcgia4AS3QBhg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0Vo5zZBX9gfP4A7QuXrw==</latexit>

X̂k|k�1

<latexit sha1_base64="NGE+QlAp14sia6sUV3LZTiYy9Lo=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gFVyURqS4LblxWsA9sYplMJ+3QySTMTIQyBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N07aLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1BwqhUjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d68t41Rg0sIxi0U3QJIwyklLUcVINxEERQEjnWB8lfudByIkjfmtmiTEj9CQ05BipIzUtw+8EVLai5AaYcT0XZb19Ti7127Wt6tOzZkCLhK3IFVQoNm3v7xBjNOIcIUZkrLnOonyNRKKYkayipdKkiA8RkPSM5SjiEhfT1/I4IlRBjCMhSmu4FT9PaFRJOUkCkxnfquc93LxP6+XqvDS15QnqSIczxaFKYMqhnkecEAFwYpNDEFYUHMrxCMkEFYmtYoJwZ1/eZG0z2puvVa/Oa82jos4yuAQHIFT4IIL0ADXoAlaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVkFTP74A+szx9VCZf0</latexit>

Ẑ1
k

<latexit sha1_base64="JjMCU/78c9A6+kPXOvoVdko+ETY=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gFN5ZEfC0LblxWsA9oQphMJ+2QySTMTIQSgxt/xY0LRdz6Fe78GydtFtp64MLhnHu59x4/YVQqy/o2KguLS8sr1dXa2vrG5pa5vdORcSowaeOYxaLnI0kY5aStqGKklwiCIp+Rrh9eF373nghJY36nxglxIzTkNKAYKS155p4zQipzIqRGGLGsl+deFj6EJ3bumXWrYU0A54ldkjoo0fLML2cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbVqLcDAlFMSN5zUklSRAO0ZD0NeUoItLNJi/k8EgrAxjEQhdXcKL+nshQJOU48nVncauc9QrxP6+fquDKzShPUkU4ni4KUgZVDIs84IAKghUba4KwoPpWiEdIIKx0ajUdgj378jzpnDbsi8b57Vm9eVjGUQX74AAcAxtcgia4AS3QBhg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0Vo5zZBX9gfP4A7QuXrw==</latexit>

X̂k|k�1

Measurement update sets in 
<latexit sha1_base64="mMFug68bOR8fRQOUbI4cNJKn5g0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUSkuiy4cVnFPqCNYTKdtkMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMv98wJYs6Udpxva2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3du3Dw5bKkokoU0S8Uh2AqwoZ4I2NdOcdmJJcRhw2g7GN7nfnlCpWCQe9DSmXoiHgg0YwdpIvm33QqxHQZDeZ4+p8J8y3644VWcGtEzcglSgQMO3v3r9iCQhFZpwrFTXdWLtpVhqRjjNyr1E0RiTMR7SrqECh1R56Sx5hs6M0keDSJonNJqpvzdSHCo1DQMzmedUi14u/ud1Ez249lIm4kRTQeaHBglHOkJ5DajPJCWaTw3BRDKTFZERlphoU1bZlOAufnmZtC6qbq1au7us1E+LOkpwDCdwDi5cQR1uoQFNIDCBZ3iFNyu1Xqx362M+umIVO0fwB9bnDx+hk+c=</latexit>

Rnx

<latexit sha1_base64="5ts5tOleJ/4EqirIVT2wKarYi6A=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBqvgqiRFqsuCG5cV7AObWCbTSTt0MgkzE6EMwY2/4saFIm79Cnf+jZM2C209cOFwzr3ce0+QMCqV43xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t9+WcSowaeGYxaIbIEkY5aSlqGKkmwiCooCRTjC+yv3OAxGSxvxWTRLiR2jIaUgxUkbq24feCCntRUiNMGL6Lsv6epzd61rWtytO1ZkCLhK3IBVQoNm3v7xBjNOIcIUZkrLnOonyNRKKYkayspdKkiA8RkPSM5SjiEhfT1/I4KlRBjCMhSmu4FT9PaFRJOUkCkxnfquc93LxP6+XqvDS15QnqSIczxaFKYMqhnkecEAFwYpNDEFYUHMrxCMkEFYmtbIJwZ1/eZG0a1W3Xq3fnFcaJ0UcJXAEjsEZcMEFaIBr0AQtgMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH4A+szx9Wjpf1</latexit>

Ẑ2
k

<latexit sha1_base64="E5NDcxsPrZrRHM7YwDtLqbe+vAg=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBqvgqiQq1WXBjcsK9oFNDJPppB06mYSZiVCG4MZfceNCEbd+hTv/xmmbhbYeuHA4517uvSdMGZXKcb6thcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3JJBOYNHHCEtEJkSSMctJUVDHSSQVBcchIOxxejf32AxGSJvxWjVLix6jPaUQxUkYK7H1vgJT2YqQGGDF9l+eBHub3+iwP7IpTdSaA88QtSAUUaAT2l9dLcBYTrjBDUnZdJ1W+RkJRzEhe9jJJUoSHqE+6hnIUE+nryQs5PDZKD0aJMMUVnKi/JzSKpRzFoekc3ypnvbH4n9fNVHTpa8rTTBGOp4uijEGVwHEesEcFwYqNDEFYUHMrxAMkEFYmtbIJwZ19eZ60TqturVq7Oa/Uj4o4SuAAHIIT4IILUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBKmb2wB9Ynz9YE5f2</latexit>

Ẑ3
k

<latexit sha1_base64="NGE+QlAp14sia6sUV3LZTiYy9Lo=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gFVyURqS4LblxWsA9sYplMJ+3QySTMTIQyBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N07aLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1BwqhUjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d68t41Rg0sIxi0U3QJIwyklLUcVINxEERQEjnWB8lfudByIkjfmtmiTEj9CQ05BipIzUtw+8EVLai5AaYcT0XZb19Ti7127Wt6tOzZkCLhK3IFVQoNm3v7xBjNOIcIUZkrLnOonyNRKKYkayipdKkiA8RkPSM5SjiEhfT1/I4IlRBjCMhSmu4FT9PaFRJOUkCkxnfquc93LxP6+XqvDS15QnqSIczxaFKYMqhnkecEAFwYpNDEFYUHMrxCMkEFYmtYoJwZ1/eZG0z2puvVa/Oa82jos4yuAQHIFT4IIL0ADXoAlaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVkFTP74A+szx9VCZf0</latexit>

Ẑ1
k

<latexit sha1_base64="JjMCU/78c9A6+kPXOvoVdko+ETY=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gFN5ZEfC0LblxWsA9oQphMJ+2QySTMTIQSgxt/xY0LRdz6Fe78GydtFtp64MLhnHu59x4/YVQqy/o2KguLS8sr1dXa2vrG5pa5vdORcSowaeOYxaLnI0kY5aStqGKklwiCIp+Rrh9eF373nghJY36nxglxIzTkNKAYKS155p4zQipzIqRGGLGsl+deFj6EJ3bumXWrYU0A54ldkjoo0fLML2cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbVqLcDAlFMSN5zUklSRAO0ZD0NeUoItLNJi/k8EgrAxjEQhdXcKL+nshQJOU48nVncauc9QrxP6+fquDKzShPUkU4ni4KUgZVDIs84IAKghUba4KwoPpWiEdIIKx0ajUdgj378jzpnDbsi8b57Vm9eVjGUQX74AAcAxtcgia4AS3QBhg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0Vo5zZBX9gfP4A7QuXrw==</latexit>

X̂k|k�1

Agreement sets and Estimated set in 
<latexit sha1_base64="mMFug68bOR8fRQOUbI4cNJKn5g0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUSkuiy4cVnFPqCNYTKdtkMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMv98wJYs6Udpxva2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3du3Dw5bKkokoU0S8Uh2AqwoZ4I2NdOcdmJJcRhw2g7GN7nfnlCpWCQe9DSmXoiHgg0YwdpIvm33QqxHQZDeZ4+p8J8y3644VWcGtEzcglSgQMO3v3r9iCQhFZpwrFTXdWLtpVhqRjjNyr1E0RiTMR7SrqECh1R56Sx5hs6M0keDSJonNJqpvzdSHCo1DQMzmedUi14u/ud1Ez249lIm4kRTQeaHBglHOkJ5DajPJCWaTw3BRDKTFZERlphoU1bZlOAufnmZtC6qbq1au7us1E+LOkpwDCdwDi5cQR1uoQFNIDCBZ3iFNyu1Xqx362M+umIVO0fwB9bnDx+hk+c=</latexit>

Rnx

<latexit sha1_base64="5ts5tOleJ/4EqirIVT2wKarYi6A=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBqvgqiRFqsuCG5cV7AObWCbTSTt0MgkzE6EMwY2/4saFIm79Cnf+jZM2C209cOFwzr3ce0+QMCqV43xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t9+WcSowaeGYxaIbIEkY5aSlqGKkmwiCooCRTjC+yv3OAxGSxvxWTRLiR2jIaUgxUkbq24feCCntRUiNMGL6Lsv6epzd61rWtytO1ZkCLhK3IBVQoNm3v7xBjNOIcIUZkrLnOonyNRKKYkayspdKkiA8RkPSM5SjiEhfT1/I4KlRBjCMhSmu4FT9PaFRJOUkCkxnfquc93LxP6+XqvDS15QnqSIczxaFKYMqhnkecEAFwYpNDEFYUHMrxCMkEFYmtbIJwZ1/eZG0a1W3Xq3fnFcaJ0UcJXAEjsEZcMEFaIBr0AQtgMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH4A+szx9Wjpf1</latexit>

Ẑ2
k

<latexit sha1_base64="E5NDcxsPrZrRHM7YwDtLqbe+vAg=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBqvgqiQq1WXBjcsK9oFNDJPppB06mYSZiVCG4MZfceNCEbd+hTv/xmmbhbYeuHA4517uvSdMGZXKcb6thcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3JJBOYNHHCEtEJkSSMctJUVDHSSQVBcchIOxxejf32AxGSJvxWjVLix6jPaUQxUkYK7H1vgJT2YqQGGDF9l+eBHub3+iwP7IpTdSaA88QtSAUUaAT2l9dLcBYTrjBDUnZdJ1W+RkJRzEhe9jJJUoSHqE+6hnIUE+nryQs5PDZKD0aJMMUVnKi/JzSKpRzFoekc3ypnvbH4n9fNVHTpa8rTTBGOp4uijEGVwHEesEcFwYqNDEFYUHMrxAMkEFYmtbIJwZ19eZ60TqturVq7Oa/Uj4o4SuAAHIIT4IILUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBKmb2wB9Ynz9YE5f2</latexit>

Ẑ3
k

<latexit sha1_base64="+Z8FlukmW9/OTA0WGoAwzWJC7Js=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgFV2Wm+FoW3Oiugn1AOw6ZNNOGZjJDkhFKGPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/MdPOQlsPBA7n3Ms9OUHCqFSO822VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXt3ry3jVGDSwjGLRTdAkjDKSUtRxUg3EQRFASOdYHyd+51HIiSN+b2aJMSL0JDTkGKkjOTbB7ofITXCiOnbLHvQ9czX48y3q07NmQIuErcgVVCg6dtf/UGM04hwhRmSsuc6ifI0EopiRrJKP5UkQXiMhqRnKEcRkZ6exs/giVEGMIyFeVzBqfp7Q6NIykkUmMk8q5z3cvE/r5eq8MrTlCepIhzPDoUpgyqGeRdwQAXBik0MQVhQkxXiERIIK9NYxZTgzn95kbTrNfeidn53Vm0cF3WUwSE4AqfABZegAW5AE7QABho8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TEbLVnFzj74A+vzBxZLliI=</latexit>

I2
k

<latexit sha1_base64="gfDtyBhNua7jDRxLbFuPhXgqjlo=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgFV2XG97LgRncV7APaccikmTY0kxmSjFDCgL/ixoUibv0Od/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXu7JCRJGpXKcb6u0sLi0vFJeraytb2xu2ds7LRmnApMmjlksOgGShFFOmooqRjqJICgKGGkHo+vcbz8SIWnM79U4IV6EBpyGFCNlJN/e070IqSFGTN9m2YM+zXw9yny76tScCeA8cQtSBQUavv3V68c4jQhXmCEpu66TKE8joShmJKv0UkkShEdoQLqGchQR6elJ/AweGaUPw1iYxxWcqL83NIqkHEeBmcyzylkvF//zuqkKrzxNeZIqwvH0UJgyqGKYdwH7VBCs2NgQhAU1WSEeIoGwMo1VTAnu7JfnSeuk5l7Uzu/OqvXDoo4y2AcH4Bi44BLUwQ1ogCbAQINn8ArerCfrxXq3PqajJavY2QV/YH3+ABfUliM=</latexit>

I3
k

<latexit sha1_base64="lX2M8bXw+DpPKmEtEfveoqJ70Ts=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RsWVm2AVXJUZ8bUsuHFZwdpCZxgyadqGZh4kGaGEAX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE6acSeU431ZlaXllda26XtvY3NresXf3HmSSCULbJOGJ6IZYUs5i2lZMcdpNBcVRyGknHN8UfueRCsmS+F5NUupHeBizASNYGSmwD7wRVtqLsBoRzHU3zwM9zgO77jScKdAicUtShxKtwP7y+gnJIhorwrGUPddJla+xUIxwmte8TNIUkzEe0p6hMY6o9PU0fo5OjNJHg0SYFys0VX9vaBxJOYlCM1nklPNeIf7n9TI1uPY1i9NM0ZjMDg0yjlSCii5QnwlKFJ8YgolgJisiIywwUaaxminBnf/yInk4a7iXjYu783rzuKyjCodwBKfgwhU04RZa0AYCGp7hFd6sJ+vFerc+ZqMVq9zZhz+wPn8ARnWWQg==</latexit>

X̂k

<latexit sha1_base64="1e2zAmYUURCkoAc92uvszl6MiCg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CVahXsquSPVY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQrL0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcjvzO09UaSbFg0lj6kd4JFjICDZWaqcDrzq5GJQrbs2dA60SLycVyNEclL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8TOsDCOcTkv9RNMYkwke0Z6lAkdU+9n82ik6t8oQhVLZEgbN1d8TGY60TqPAdkbYjPWyNxP/83qJCW/8jIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZmixPDUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQvOWXV0n7subVa/X7q0rjLI+jCCdwClXw4BoacAdNaAGBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+XVY5o</latexit>

y1(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="7oDnwa8Og6i8CieZJY8hwUvze04=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CVahXsquSvVY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQrL0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wuZn5nUeqNJPi3qQx9SM8EixkBBsrtdPBRXVyNihX3Jo7B/pLvJxUIEdzUP7sDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxs+wMoxwOi31E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7Wfza6fo1CpDFEplSxg0V39OZDjSOo0C2xlhM9bL3kz8z+slJrz2MybixFBBFovChCMj0ex1NGSKEsNTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGRD8JZf/kva5zWvXqvfXVYaJ3kcRTiCY6iCB1fQgFtoQgsIPMATvMCrI51n5815X7QWnHzmEH7B+fgGmmOOag==</latexit>

y3(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="kaWMNh3VNiUVpa132yCeeGsOH6w=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSrUS9ktUj0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJssKy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wuZ35nSeqNJPiwaQx9SM8EixkBBsrtdNBrTK5HJTKbtWdA60SLydlyNEclL76Q0mSiApDONa657mx8TOsDCOcTov9RNMYkwke0Z6lAkdU+9n82im6sMoQhVLZEgbN1d8TGY60TqPAdkbYjPWyNxP/83qJCW/8jIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZmixPDUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtoQvOWXV0m7VvXq1fr9VblxnsdRgFM4gwp4cA0NuIMmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz+Y3I5p</latexit>

y2(k)

Figure 1: Illustration of Algorithm 1 with p “ 3 and q “ 1. The algorithm deduces
that either sensor 1 or 3 has been compromised since their corresponding measurement
update sets Ẑ1

k and Ẑ3
k do not intersect.
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security guarantee, the fundamental assumption is that the number of attacked
sensors is strictly less than half of the total number of sensors. The estimation
error bound for point-based estimators has the following form

}x̂pkq´xpkq} ď βp}x̂p0q´xp0q}, kq`γ1p}w}ℓ8 q`γ2p}v}ℓ8 q`γ3p}a}ℓ8 q1qě
p
2

(10)

where β is a KL function, γ1, γ2, γ3 are K8 functions3, and 1qě
p
2

is the indicator
function, which is 1 when q ě

p
2 and 0 otherwise. Here, v “ r vJ

1 . . . vJ
p sJ

and a “ r aJ
1 . . . aJ

p sJ concatenate the measurement noise and attack sig-
nals in all sensors in a column vector, respectively.

It is easy to see that if the number of sensors p is not strictly twice the
number of corrupted sensors q (i.e., the assumption of q ă p{2 is violated), the
estimation error bound depends on the magnitude of the attack signal. In this
case, the attacker can arbitrarily destroy the accuracy of point-based estimators
by injecting attack signals of very large magnitude. Our set-based approach,
on the other hand, avoids this situation because it restricts the attack space by
only allowing signals of small magnitude. Large attack signals are automatically
discarded by either the measurement update (7) or the agreement protocol (8).

Another important advantage of our set-based approach is that the estimated
set X̂k contains a collection of constrained zonotopes, which serve as multiple
hypotheses for the true state xpkq in the state space. Although beyond the scope
of this paper, an interesting research direction is to developing a hypothesis
testing technique to figure out the true set from the sets influenced by the
attack signals. For point-based estimators, on the other, the estimation error
bound (10) provides a single box of where the state might be. Moreover, the
bounds like (10) that are based on comparison functions β P KL and γ P K8

are good for theoretical analysis but are usually very conservative in practice.
Therefore, even under no attacks, the value of the right-hand side of (10) is very
large as compared to the set based bound presented in the previous section.

4.7 Bound on the Set-based Estimation Error
Since Theorem 2 guarantees that the true state xpkq of system (3) lies in at
least one of the constrained zonotopes in the estimated collection of sets X̂k at
each k P Zě0, it must also lie in a zonotope that overbounds X̂k. That is, let
X̂k be overbounded by a zonotope

X̄k “ xĉxpkq, Ĝxpkqy (11)

which is obtained by solving

min radpX̄kq subject to X̂k Ď X̄k. (12)
3A continuous function γ : Rě0 Ñ Rě0 is a class K function, if it is strictly increasing

and γp0q “ 0. It is a class K8 function if it is also unbounded. A continuous function
β : Rě0 ˆRě0 Ñ Rě0 is a class KL function, if: (i) βp., sq is a class K function for any s ě 0;
(ii) βpr, .q is non-increasing and (iii) βpr, sq Ñ 0 as s Ñ 8 for any r ě 0.
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Then, the estimation error can be bounded by

}ĉxpkq ´ xpkq} ď radpX̄kq.

The stability analysis of this error bound is provided in Section 6 by using a
point-based secure estimator. Nonetheless, we remark that this error bound is
significantly smaller in practice than the error bounds obtained by point-based
secure estimators.

4.8 Methods to Improve Computational Complexity
A major drawback of Algorithm 1 is that the attacker can design intelligent and
stealthy attacks such that the number of constrained zonotopes in the estimate
X̂k keep growing with time. Although generating such attacks is a difficult
problem as we argue in Section 5, the computational complexity of the algorithm
may increase exponentially with time k in the worst case scenario. Therefore,
it is important to reduce the complexity by adopting several pruning methods
that are described below.

The first obvious step is to remove any empty sets or subsets of other sets in
the estimated set X̂k. It is also possible to obtain a single overbounding zonotope
[4] of X̂k as in (12), and use it instead of X̂k in the next time update. However, a
better trade-off between accuracy and complexity is to not overbound the whole
collection but only the intersecting zonotopes in the collection X̂k. This may
not make the cardinality of X̂k equal to one, but it reduces it significantly by
allowing minimal loss of accuracy.

Another method is to employ zonotope reduction methods [40] to reduce
the number of generators in the zonotopes, which are often increased when
performing the Minkowski sum operations. However, this technique may result
in a larger radius of X̂k and can also yield conservative estimates.

Finally, one could employ a secure point-based state estimator, if it exists,
in parallel with the set-based secure estimator. In this case, we may consider
only those candidates in the measurement update collection that lie within the
intersection of X̂k and an error margin generated by a secure point-based state
estimator. However, as argued before, the existing point-based estimators re-
quire that the total number of sensors be strictly greater than twice the number
of compromised sensors 2q ă p and also some works assume that the members
of the attacked sensors also remain unchanged over time, which are tighter re-
quirements than our standing Assumption 1(i). Moreover, the error margins
obtained by point-based estimators are usually very conservative. Nonetheless,
point-based techniques are useful in the stability analysis of the proposed secure
set-based state estimator, as discussed in Section 6.

5 Attack Detection, Identification, and Filtering
In this section, we provide sufficient conditions that guarantee security of the
S3E algorithm. First, we provide a condition under which we can detect whether
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there is an attack on at least one sensor. Second, we provide lower bounds on
the magnitude of the attack signals, which, if satisfied, allow us to identify
the attacked sensor and/or filter the attack signal to render it ineffective. An
attack can be detected whenever the estimated set contains more than one non-
intersecting constrained zonotopes. However, an attack is only identified and
filtered out either in the measurement update or in the agreement protocol. We
also provide a simple attack identification algorithm based on the derived suffi-
cient conditions. The attacks that do not satisfy these conditions are considered
to be stealthy, which may be undetectable under the current framework.

5.1 Attack Detection
We say that the attack is detected if the system operator (defender) knows for
certain that at least one sensor is compromised at time k, i.e., |Sk| ă p. While
attack detection does not necessarily reveal the specific compromised sensor(s),
it allows the system operator to raise the alarm and take necessary steps to
secure the system. We provide a sufficient condition for attack detection below.

Proposition 1. Consider the agreement sets Ih
k , for h P Zr1,nJs, given by (8).

Then, if
č

hPZr1,nJs

Ih
k “ H (13)

there is at least one sensor that is compromised at time k.

Proof. We prove the proposition by showing its logical equivalence: ‘no sensor is
compromised’ implies ‘(13) does not hold.’ Since for every h P Zr1,nJs, the system
is redundantly observable through every subset Jh of sensors with |J| “ cJ. If no
sensor is compromised, then, by Theorem 1, we have that, for every h P Zr1,nJs,
the agreement set Ih

k contains the true state xpkq. Therefore, I1
k X ¨ ¨ ¨ X InJ

k ‰

H.

The above proposition shows that whenever the estimated set contains more
than one constrained zonotopes that are disjoint, there has to be at least one
sensor that is compromised. Once the attack is detected, the system operator
can take necessary measures to secure the system and bring it to safety. If the
attacker wants to stay stealthy, they must design attack signals that ensure that
all the agreement sets yield a non-empty intersection. In the next subsections,
we show that the magnitude of such a stealthy attack has to be sufficiently
small.

5.2 Attack Identification
We say that the attack aipkq is identified if the system operator knows for certain
that sensor i is compromised at time k, i.e., i R Sk. The attack identification al-
lows us to automatically discard the measurements of the compromised sensors
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from the S3E algorithm. We achieve attack identification through a measure-
ment update (7), which involves a generalized intersection between the time
update X̂k|k´1 and the output measurement set Yi

k.
If sensor i is attacked at time k, we derive a sufficient condition on the

magnitude of the attack signal aipkq that would yield an empty measurement
update set Ẑi

k. This will automatically identify the attack on sensor i and
discard its effect from the estimation algorithm. In the next theorem, we use
the notation X̄k|k´1 for representing the overbounding zonotope of the time
update X̂k|k´1, i.e., X̂k|k´1 Ď X̄k|k´1, where

X̄k|k´1 – xcxpk|k ´ 1q, Gxpk|k ´ 1qy.

Theorem 3. Suppose sensor i is attacked at time k. Then, if

}aipkq} ą
?
mirradpCiX̄k|k´1q ` radpViqs ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs ` vipkq ´ cvi}

(14)
then the measurement update Ẑi

k “ H. Recall that mi is the dimension of the
output yi of system (3).

Proof. Given a zonotope CiX̄k|k´1 with center Cicxpk|k´1q and radius radpCiX̄k|k´1q,
we have that any point p P Rmi is outside the CiX̄k|k´1 if }Cicxpk|k ´ 1q ´ p} ą
?
miradpCiX̄k|k´1q. Similarly, for Yi

k whose center is Cixpkq`vipkq´cvi `aipkq

and radius is radpYi
kq, any p P Rmi is outside Yi

k if }Cixpkq ` vipkq ´ cvi `

aipkq ´p} ą
?
miradpYi

kq. Here, the square root term
?
mi appears because the

radius of a zonotope is a maximum norm, which relates to the Euclidean norm
as follows: for any vector p P Rmi , }p} ď

?
mi}p}8.

If the distance between the centers of zonotopes CiX̄k|k´1 and Yi
k is more

than
?
mirradpX̄k|k´1q ` radpYi

kqs, then any point x P X̄k|k´1 will be such that
Cix R Yi

k. Therefore, in this case, the measurement update (7) is empty. In
other words, we have Ẑi

k “ H if

}Cicxpk|k ´ 1q ´ rCixpkq ` vipkq ´ cvi ` aipkqs} ą
?
mirradpX̄k|k´1q ` radpYi

kqs.

Moreover, we obtain the following due to the triangle inequality

}Cirxpkq´cxpk|k´1qs`vipkq´cvi}`}aipkq} ě }Cicxpk|k´1q´rCixpkq`vipkq´cvi`aipkqs}.

Thus, (14) is established by combining the above two inequalities and, from (6),
observing that radpYi

kq “ radpViq.

The sufficient condition in Theorem 3 provides a lower bound for the attack
signals that can be identified through a measurement update. If the measure-
ment update set Ẑi

k is empty, then it reveals that sensor i is compromised at
time k. The implication does not hold in the other direction.

If the attacker wants to stay stealthy and effective, it is necessary to violate
the lower bound (14) by choosing attack signals of smaller magnitude. If (14)
holds, then the attack aipkq will be automatically identified and filtered out at
the measurement update by yielding Ẑi

k “ H.
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Moreover, notice that the bound (14) depends on the realization of measure-
ment noise vipkq, which is unknown to both the attacker and the defender. One
can lower bound (14) by using radpViq and obtain a deterministic bound, which
the attacker can violate to generate stealthy attack signals, as follows

}aipkq} ą
?
mirradpCiX̄k|k´1q ` radpViqs ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs ` vipkq ´ cvi}

ě
?
mirradpCiX̄k|k´1q ` radpViqs ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs} ´ }vipkq ´ cvi}

ě
?
mirradpCiX̄k|k´1q ` radpViqs ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs} ´

?
miradpViq

“
?
miradpCiX̄k|k´1q ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs}.

Thus, if the attacker would like to stay stealthy by avoiding an empty measure-
ment update set, they must generate an attack aipkq that satisfies

}aipkq} ď
?
miradpCiX̄k|k´1q ´ }Cirxpkq ´ cxpk|k ´ 1qs}.

Finally, notice that satisfying (14) is a sufficient condition for an empty Ẑi
k.

Therefore, from the attacker’s perspective, violating (14) is a necessary condi-
tion for non-empty Ẑi

k. This means that if the attack signal violates (14), the
measurement update Ẑi

k could still be empty if CiX̂k|k´1 and Yi
k are inconsistent

with each other at time k.

5.3 Attack Filtering
We say that the attack aipkq is filtered out if it is detected and discarded from
the agreement protocol. To elucidate, let i P Jh, for some h P Zr1,nJs. Then,
if the attack signal aipkq is filtered out, then the corresponding agreement set
Ih
k is empty and does not affect the estimated set X̂k. Although the attack is

filtered out whenever it is identified, filtering does not imply identification in
general.

In addition to the measurement update, the attacks could also be filtered out
via the intersections in the agreement protocol (8), which could yield an empty
agreement set Ih

k in case of inconsistencies between the measurement updates
of the sensors in Jh. However, unlike the measurement update, the attacks may
not be always identified whenever some of the agreement sets are empty. This is
because a compromised sensor i could be a part of multiple agreement sets Ih

k ,
for h P Zr1,nJs, some of which may turn out to be non-empty. One can identify
the attack aipkq if, for every h P Zr1,nJs such that i P Jh, we have Ih

k “ H.
To present the next proposition, we introduce some notation. Recall that

Sk Ď Zr1,ps is the subset of uncompromised sensors at time k. Similarly, let
Ak “ Zr1,pszSk be the subset of compromised sensors at time k. Define

Ih,Ak

k “
č

jPJhzSk

Ẑj
k

to be the agreement set of attacked sensors in Jh and let its overbounding
zonotope be

Īh,Ak

k “ xch,Ak

I pkq, Gh,Ak

I pkqy.
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Similarly, define
Ih,Sk

k “
č

jPJhzAk

Ẑj
k

be the agreement set of uncompromised sensors in Jh and let its overbounding
zonotope be

Īh,Sk

k “ xch,Sk

I pkq, Gh,Sk

I pkqy.

Proposition 2. Let Jh Ă Zr1,ps be a subset of sensors with |Jh| “ cJ. Then, if

}ch,Ak

I pkq} ą
?
nxrradpĪh,Sk

k q ` radpĪh,Ak

k qs ´ }ch,Sk

I pkq} (15)

then the agreement set Ih
k “ Ih,Sk

k XIh,Ak

k “ H. Recall that nx is the dimension
of the state xpkq of system (3).

Proof. The proof follows from a similar lines of argument as the proof of Theo-
rem 3.

The interpretation of the inequality in Proposition 2 is not as straightforward
as the one in Theorem 3. If the attacker wants to be effective and remain
unfiltered, it is necessary for them to devise an attack strategy that violates
(15) at every time instant. Otherwise, the attack is discarded due to an empty
agreement set. To violate (15), the attacker must take into account the distance
between the intersections of the measurement updates of the compromised and
uncompromised sensors.

Notice that ch,Ak

I pkq, which is the center of the overbounding zonotope Īh,Ak

k ,
is actually the Chebyshev center of the agreement set Ih,Ak

k . This agreement set
is formed by the intersections of the measurement update sets of the attacked
sensors Ak. The centers of these measurement update sets are influenced by
the corresponding attack signals ajpkq. Therefore, to achieve Ih

k ‰ H, it is
necessary that the attacker coordinates the attacks on sensors in such a way
that the condition of Proposition 2 is violated.

We remark again that from the attacker’s perspective, the condition of
Proposition 2 is necessary for Ih

k ‰ H, and is not sufficient. This points to
several interesting open problems for designing effective attacks. Beyond The-
orem 3 and Propositions 1 and 2, our future work will investigate whether a
sufficient condition could be derived for the attacker to ensure that both the
measurement updates and the agreement sets are non-empty. Moreover, the
complexity of generating such attacks is also one of the important questions
deferred for our future work.

5.4 Algorithm for Attack Filtering and Identification
A notable contribution of the set-based state estimation scheme in this paper
over other secure schemes is Assumption 1(i), which allows the attacker to com-
promise not only up to p ´ 1 sensors at each time instant but also different
subsets of sensors at different times. To this end, we remark that we can de-
tect only those compromised sensors that are injected with non-stealthy attack
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signals, where by non-stealthiness we mean the attack signals that satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3 and Propositions 1 and 2. The attack identification
algorithm is fairly simple and can be summarized as in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Attack filtering and identification

Require: Measurement updates Ẑi
k for i P Zr1,ps, sensor subsets Jh, for h P

Zr1,nJs, and their corresponding agreement sets Ih
k .

1: Initialize Ŝk “ H

2: Âk Ð ti P Zr1,ps : Ẑi
k “ Hu

3: for h “ 1, . . . , nJ do
4: if Ih

k ‰ H then
5: Estimated safe subset Ŝk Ð Ŝk Y Jh
6: end if
7: end for
8: Identified attacked sensors Âk Ð Âk Y tZr1,pszŜku.

At time k, Algorithm 2 first identifies some of the attacked sensors by check-
ing whether the corresponding measurement update is empty. Then, for each
h P Zr1,nJs, if the agreement set Ih

k is non-empty, then the sensors with indices in
Jh are either safe or compromised with a stealthy attack signal. Otherwise, the
set Jh contains at least one attacked sensor. By checking all the combinations
Jh and storing a ‘potentially’ safe subset of sensors in Ŝk at every iteration, a
subset of attacked sensors Âk are updated by adding those sensors that are not
in Ŝk.

Remark 1. The estimated safe subset Ŝk contains the true safe subset Sk at
time k, i.e., Sk Ď Ŝk. If there are sensors that are injected with small-valued
stealthy attack signals, our detection algorithm fails to recognize those attacks
and considers those sensors to be uncompromised. Therefore, the estimated set
of identified attacked sensors Âk is only a subset of the true set of attacked
sensors Ak “ Zr1,pszSk.

Remark 2. In Algorithm 2, we identify a subset of attacked sensors at every time
k. However, in the time-invariant attack setting where the attacker does not
change the subset of sensors to compromise at every time instant k, Algorithm 2
can be adapted to cumulatively detect and remove the attacked sensors over
time. This can have application in sensor fault detection and isolation as faults
can be considered as naive, time-invariant attacks.

6 Stability of the Estimated Set
To assist in the stability analysis of the secure zonotopic state estimation algo-
rithm, in the sense that the estimated set X̂k containing the true state xpkq is
bounded with respect to time k P Zě0 given that the initial set X is bounded,
we employ a secure point-based state estimator in parallel. Such an estimator
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provides a point-based estimate of the state and ensures that the bound on the
estimation error is unaffected by the attack signal. However, for this section,
we restrict Assumption 1(i) by considering 2q ă p. In the following, we define
a point-based secure estimator and use it to slightly modify our proposed S3E
algorithm, which ensures that the set-based estimate is stable.

6.1 Existence of a Secure Point-based State Estimator
To guarantee stability of S3E algorithm, we employ a point-based estimator
which is assumed to be secure with respect to the attack signals ai and robust
with respect to disturbances w and noise v as follows.

Assumption 2. There exists a secure point-based state estimator E : RmˆU Ñ

Rnx which provides a point-based state estimate x̂pkq “ Epy1pkq, . . . , yppkq, upkqq

to system (3) satisfying the following for k P Zě0,

}x̂pkq ´ xpkq} ď βp}x̂p0q ´ xp0q}, kq ` αmaxpw̄, v̄q (16)

for some class KL function β and α P Rě0, where }wpkq}8 ď w̄ and }vpkq}8 ď v̄
for all k P Zě0.

Note that in Assumption 2, the upper bound on the state estimation error
is not affected by the attack signals ai. We call estimators that possess this
property secure and results exist in the literature for linear systems (e.g., [9,
12, 16, 21, 27]). So far, these results require at most q ď rp{2s ´ 1 number
of attacked sensors, i.e., strictly less than half the number of sensors can be
attacked. Thereby, this imposes a stricter requirement than Assumption 1(i),
which we state below.

Assumption 3. The number of attacked sensors q P Zě0 satisfies 2q ă p,
where p P Zě0 is the total number of sensors. The integers p and q are known,
but the exact attacked sensors are unknown.

In the following subsection, we provide a stability analysis of S3E algorithm
by using a secure point-based state estimator in parallel.

6.2 Modified Estimate
We modify the estimate as

X̂mod
k “ X̂k X Hpx̂pkq,∆kq (17)

where X̂k is the estimate in (9) and Hpx̂pkq,∆kq denotes a hypercube with center
x̂pkq, which is the estimate provided by a secure point-based estimator under
Assumption 2, and radius

∆k – βp}xp0q ´ x̂p0q}, kq ` αmaxpw̄, v̄q (18)

where β P KL, α P Rě0, w̄ P Rě0 and v̄ P Rě0 come from Assumption 2. Figure
2 illustrates the modified measurement update (17).
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Figure 2: Modified measurement update

It is important to note that the practicality of this pruning algorithm relies
on reasonable estimates of β P KL and α ą 0, which is usually difficult to obtain.
For linear systems, they can be obtained easily; however, they are usually quite
conservative because of their dependence on the condition number of matrices
involved in the estimation. Nonetheless, this technique is useful in providing a
theoretical bound of the estimation error.

To this end, we define the estimation error in terms of the center of

X̄mod
k :“ xĉmod

x pkq, Ĝmod
x pkqy (19)

a zonotope with minimal radius such that it overbounds X̂mod
k in (17), i.e.,

min radpX̄mod
k q

subject to X̂mod
k Ď X̄mod

k .
(20)

Since limkÑ8 ∆k “ αmaxpw̄, v̄q,

lim
kÑ8

radpX̄mod
k q ď αmaxpw̄, v̄q,

which only depends on the bounds on the process and measurement noise, and
not on the attack signals.
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6.3 Revised Bound on the Estimation Error
We provide a bound for the estimation error ĉmod

x pkq ´ xpkq, where ĉmod
x pkq is

the center of X̄mod
k in (19).

Proposition 3. Let Assumptions 1(ii)-(iii), 2, and 3 hold. Consider Algo-
rithm 1 with a modified estimate (17). Then, for every k P Zě0, the overall
estimation error bound is given by the following

}ĉmod
x pkq ´ xpkq} ď ∆k (21)

where ∆k is defined in (18) and ĉmod
x pkq is the center of X̄mod

k computed by
(20).

Proof. Note that xpkq P X̂k according to Theorem 2 and xpkq P Hpx̂pkq,∆kq

according to Assumption 2. Therefore, we have that xpkq P X̂mod
k . Since

X̂mod
k Ď X̄mod

k because of (20), we obtain (21).

Proposition 3 enables us to conclude that by implementing a secure point-
based estimator with properties given by Assumption 2, we can guarantee that
the estimation error satisfies (21) with a bound ∆k that asymptotically con-
verges to a bound that only depends on the bounds on the process and mea-
surement noise, and does not depend on the attack signals aipkq. This is a
guarantee that is absent in the purely secure set-based estimation algorithm
(Algorithm 1) developed in the previous section. However, we now have a more
restrictive Assumption 3 (in comparison to Assumption 1(i)) that guarantees
the existence of a secure point-based estimator possessing the property in As-
sumption 2.

7 Numerical Simulation
We evaluated our proposed algorithms on two examples. In the first illustrative
example, we assume that half of the total number of sensors can be targeted
by an attacker at every time instant. We illustrate the estimation algorithm
and use a strategy to reduce the complexity with a minimal loss of estimation
accuracy. In the second example of a three-story building structure, we assume
redundant observability from every subset of two sensors. We use the CORA
toolbox [4] to generate our simulations.

7.1 Two Dimensional Linear System
In this example, we consider a simple two-dimensional linear system for illus-
trative purposes. We consider a zero control input upkq ” 0, and the system
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(c) Time k “ 3. Sensors 1
and 4 are attacked.

Figure 3: Snapshots of estimated sets using Algorithm 1. The attack is generated
according to (22) where different sensors are attacked at different time steps.
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(c) Time k “ 3. Sensors 1
and 4 are attacked.

Figure 4: Snapshots of estimated sets using Algorithm 1 while applying a complexity
reduction technique to overapproximate the estimated intersecting sets by one set. The
attack is generated according to (22) where different sensors are attacked at different
time steps.
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matrices are given by

A “

„

1 0
1 1

ȷ

, C1 “

„

1 0
0 1

ȷ

, C2 “

„

1 1
1 0

ȷ

,

C3 “

„

0 1
1 0

ȷ

, C4 “

„

1 2
2 1

ȷ

.

The number of sensors is p “ 4, and we suppose that an attacker can target
any combination of q “ 2 sensors at different time instants. In this case, since
q “ p{2, the point-based state estimators requiring q ă p{2 cannot be employed.

Let the process noise bound be W “ x0, σWI2y with σW “ 0.02 and the
measurement noise bounds of the four sensors be V1 “ V2 “ V3 “ V4 “ x0, σVI2y

with σV “ 1, where I2 is the identity matrix of dimension 2 ˆ 2. The attack is
generated according to the following relation

aipkq „ Up´σVϕpkq, σVϕpkqq (22)

where U is a uniform distribution over an interval p´σVϕpkq, σVϕpkqq and ϕpkq

is strictly increasing sequence with ϕp1q “ 1. The index of the two attacked
sensors rotates among the available sensor indices.

The time update, measurement update, agreement, and estimated sets can
be computed using Algorithm 1. Fig. 3 illustrates the time update set X̂k|k´1

(green), the measurement sets Ẑi
k (pink (unattacked) and red (attacked)), the

estimated set X̂k (black), and the true state xpkq (blue) for different sets of
sensors attacked at different times. The attacker chooses a random combination
of two sensors to compromise at each time instant. At time k “ 1, we have in
Fig. 3a sensors 2 and 3 under attack. Then, sensors 3 and 4 are attacked in
Fig. 3b at time step k “ 2. Notice that the true state stays included in the
estimated set X̂k for every k.

The generated attack values lead to an increase in the number of generated
sets, as depicted in Fig. 3c. To manage this complexity, we employ a reduction
technique that involves taking the union of intersecting estimated sets. The
impact of this technique is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we use the same seed for
generating random attacks from (22). This approach can be seen by comparing
Fig. 3a with Fig. 4a. The reduced estimated sets are then carried forward to
subsequent steps, as shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. This is why the sets in these
figures show slight differences when compared to those in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c.

7.2 Three-story Building Structure
We now consider a three-story building structure of [38] described by a mechan-
ical system

M :qptq ` D 9qptq ` Sqptq “ Guptq, (23)

where qptq P R3 is the vector of relative horizontal displacements of the floors
and uptq P R is the ground acceleration due to earthquake which is a measured
input signal. Also, M P R3ˆ3 is the mass matrix, D P R3ˆ3 is the damping
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(b) Time k “ 2, Sensor 3 at-
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(c) Time k “ 3, Sensor 1 at-
tacked.

Figure 5: Snapshots of estimated sets using Algorithm 1 under time-varying attack,
where different sensors are attacked at different time steps.

matrix, S P R3ˆ3 is the stiffness matrix, and G P R3 is the loading vector. The
parameter values of the system (23) are provided by [38] as:

M “ diagpr 478350 478350 517790 sq (kg)

D “ 105 ˆ

»

–

7.7626 ´3.7304 0.6514
´3.7304 5.8284 ´2.0266
0.6514 ´2.0266 2.4458

fi

fl (Ns/m)

S “ 108 ˆ

»

–

4.3651 ´2.3730 0.4144
´2.3730 3.1347 ´1.2892
0.4144 ´1.2892 0.9358

fi

fl (N/m)

G “ r 478350 478350 517790 sJ (kg).

By considering the state xptq “ r qptqJ 9qptqJ sJ, we can obtain the state-space
representation in continuous time

9x “ Acx ` Bcu

where
Ac “

„

03ˆ3 I3
´M´1S ´M´1D

ȷ

, Bc “

„

03ˆ1

´M´1G

ȷ

.

After discretization with sample time δ “ 10´3, we obtain the system in the
form (3a), where

A “ exppAcδq

B “ A´1
c pA ´ I6qBc.

Here, our goal is to monitor the building dynamics under an earthquake using
secure set-based state estimation algorithm.

We assume that each floor of the building is equipped with a sensor, i.e.,
p “ 3, that measures the relative displacement and the velocity of that floor,
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which can be collected in the output vector yipkq P R3 as given by (3b), for
i P Zr1,3s, where

C1 “

»

–

1 ´1 0 0 0 0
1 0 ´1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

fi

fl , C2 “

»

–

´1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 ´1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

fi

fl

C3 “

»

–

´1 0 1 0 0 0
0 ´1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

fi

fl .

We suppose that the attacker can compromise only one sensor at each time, i.e.,
q “ 1, whose rationale is explained below. Although the pairs pA,C1q ,pA,C2q,
and pA,C3q are ‘theoretically’ observable, they are not ‘practically’ observable
because the corresponding observability matrices have some singular values very
close to zero. Therefore, in this example, we assume redundant observability
from every pair of two sensors. Our goal is to monitor the building’s floor
displacements and velocities irrespective of the compromised sensor.

Suppose the dynamics are corrupted by the process noise wpkq, which is
bounded by W “ x0, σWI6y with σW “ 0.02. Similarly, the sensor measurements
are corrupted by noise v1pkq, v2pkq, and v3pkq, respectively, which are bounded
by Vi “ x0, σVI3y with σV “ 1.

To illustrate the efficacy of our algorithm, we apply a similar attack as in (22)
to the sensors in which the attacker randomly chooses a sensor i at every time
step k and injects false data into its measurement yipkq. In Fig. 5a, sensor 2
is compromised. We compute the estimated set (black), which contains the
true state. Then, sensor 3 is attacked in Fig. 5b in which the time update set
X̂k|k´1 shrinks due to the progressive intersection. Finally, sensor 1 is attacked
in Fig. 5c. The true state xpkq remains enclosed by the estimated measurement
update sets at every time step. Also, the estimation error remains bounded,
and the attacker cannot destroy the accuracy of the set-based state estimate.
Finally, we remark that the intersections depicted in the figure may not appear
accurate because the figure shows a projection of six-dimensional sets on a two-
dimensional plane.

8 Conclusion and future work
We presented a secure set-based state estimation algorithm that can ensure the
inclusion of the true state of an LTI system in the estimated set even when all
but one sensor could be compromised by an adversarial attacker. Our proposed
algorithm overcomes the limitation of point-based secure estimators that restrict
the number of attacked sensors to strictly less than half of the total number of
sensors. We achieved this by constructing agreement sets from the intersection
of various observable combinations of measurement update sets. We showed
that our algorithm guarantees the inclusion of the true state in the estimated
set. Moreover, we proposed sufficient conditions for detecting, identifying, and
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filtering the attack signals and presented a simple algorithm to identify the set
of compromised sensors at every time instant. The proposed algorithm may
find applications in safety verification of safety-critical systems whose multiple
sensors could be compromised by an attacker.

While our algorithm’s worst-case complexity may increase with time un-
der intelligently-designed stealthy attacks, we argued that it is challenging for
attackers to execute such attacks due to the requirement of a complete under-
standing of the system and estimation algorithm and substantial computational
resources. Nonetheless, we suggested various strategies to reduce the complexity
of our algorithm to facilitate its implementation.

We also incorporated a secure point-based state estimator into our algorithm
to prune the candidate sets when less than half of the sensors can be compro-
mised. This strategy’s effectiveness depends on an accurate approximation of
the guaranteed estimation error provided by the secure point-based state esti-
mator. Nonetheless, the modified algorithm provides asymptotic convergence
guarantees with an explicit upper bound that depends only the known process
and measurement noise, and not on the attack signals.

Our future work will focus on the set-based secure state estimation of nonlin-
ear systems and developing a data-driven approach for secure estimation when
the system model is unknown. We also highlight several open questions that
remain unaddressed in this paper. For instance, devising better agreement pro-
tocols that can improve the lower bounds on the detectable, identifiable, and
filterable attack signals will further strengthen the set-based estimation ap-
proach presented in this paper. The question of computational complexity un-
der stealthy attacks remains to be addressed in a rigorous manner. The stability
of the estimated set is only addressed for the case when strictly less than half
of the sensors are attacked. When more than half of the sensors are attacked,
it is challenging to upper bound the estimated set by a contracting set. Finally,
from the attacker’s perspective, analyzing the complexity of generating stealthy
attacks that result in the increased complexity of the set-based estimation is an
interesting research problem.
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